Introduction
In recent decades, environmental concerns about greenhouse gases and global warming caused by fossil fuels have attracted many countries to adopt renewable energy sources (RES). RES-based micro grids are new structures in modern electrical distribution networks. Predefined clusters of dispersed generator (DG) units associated with their vicinity loads provide the opportunity to form a micro grid (MG), which functions as a subsystem in the distribution network. Two operation modes can be defined for micro grids: grid-connected mode and autonomous mode. In a grid-connected mode, MGs are able to exchange the energy with the upstream network. For the autonomous mode, during a grid failure or islanding, MG assures continues power supply to local loads and increases system reliability. A schematic diagram of a radial distribution network with MG and islands is shown in Figure 1 .
Electrical connections between unspecified number of bus-bars and main grid can be lost due to faults in the electrical distribution system. Hence, provided that at least one DG unit remains in the separated section, an active island can be formed. Based on IEEE-Standard 1547, islanding should be detected and DG units must cease to supply within 2 s. Remote detection methods (RDMs) were developed to overcome the problems faced by existing methods. The RDMs employ a communication pattern between DG units and the main grid to alert and disconnect the DG units once unintentional islanding occurs. The Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition (SCADA) detection method provides more control signals to control DG units, as well as detection speed dependent on the system characteristics [8, 14, 21, 22] . Power Line Carrier Signaling (PLCS) is applicable for both DG types, and uses the existing electrical network as a path for signaling. The PLCS method is suitable for large networks with high penetration of DG units since it is costly [8, [23] [24] [25] . RDMs are applicable to the systems with multiple DG units which include both inverter-based sources and synchronous generators.
In [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] , different load shedding methods have been developed for micro grids. Measurement of the system parameters such as voltages, frequency and rate of change of frequency reveals the imbalance between generation and load demand. Hence, the load shedding method would assure the stable operation. However, not all these methods are able to do the load shedding for the islands since the bus-bars for load shedding cannot be predefined.
Since these IDMs monitor voltage, current, etc. at the point of common coupling (PCC), they can detect the islanding of DG units. However, these methods are not capable of identifying the boundary of the island. The method proposed here is able to detect the boundary of the island and determine the available generation and load in each island. Moreover, the proposed method can be applied on meshed networks. The proposed method is also applicable to systems with non-consecutive bus-bar numbering.
In order to determine the system voltage stability status, various indices have been developed [37] [38] [39] . Voltage stability analysis can be categorized as dynamic analysis and static analysis and uses static voltage stability indices (SVSIs). Pre-islanding information or micro grid information is used to assess the voltage stability of the system using SVSIs. Hence, SVSIs do not reflect the dynamic operation of the power system during contingencies. However, dynamic analysis identifies the system parameters during transient and steady state conditions. Thus, an index is required to identify dynamic performance and system stability.
Modified graph theory is utilized to detect the boundary of each island. In the second step, in order to perform a wide area load shedding, a dynamic voltage sensitivity factor (DVSF) is proposed to specify the weak bus-bars in the system. The proposed DVSF shows the relevancy of reactive power and voltage at each bus-bar. Thus, the most sensitive bus-bars based on new configuration of the system are chosen for load shedding. This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 explains the methodology of the proposed algorithm. Section 3 presents the boundary detection method for islands. Section 4 elaborates the calculation of dynamic sensitivity factor for the islands. In Section 5, a practical test network is utilized to validate the proposed scheme. Simulation results are investigated in Section 6 and the conclusion is presented in Section 7.
Proposed Scheme to Stabilize the System
The proposed scheme assumes that voltage and current measurements are available at each bus-bar. When islanding occurs in the system, the number of islands is identified using the proposed detection method. The proposed algorithm also specifies the bus-bars belonging to each island. A power system with many bus-bars can be divided into several active and reactive islands depending on the availability of generation in islanded sections. The islands topology is not predictable due to the nature of the fault. In Figure 2 , an islanded network is shown. The main idea of this method is to determine the configuration of the islands and maintain system stability. When island configuration is determined, the amount of available generation and load demand are disclosed. Load shedding in the weakest bus-bar prevents voltage collapse in the system. Weak bus-bars are chosen based on the dynamic voltage sensitivity factor. In order to conform to IEEE-1547 standard, after the first round of load shedding, if the system frequency division exceeds the ±1% of its rating, further load shedding will be done at the next weak bus-bar based on the new DVSF. This procedure is repeated until a stable operation point for all islands is gained. A flowchart of the proposed algorithm is depicted in Figure 3 . Weak bus-bars are chosen based on the dynamic voltage sensitivity factor. In order to conform to IEEE-1547 standard, after the first round of load shedding, if the system frequency division exceeds the ±1% of its rating, further load shedding will be done at the next weak bus-bar based on the new DVSF. This procedure is repeated until a stable operation point for all islands is gained. A flowchart of the proposed algorithm is depicted in Figure 3 . Weak bus-bars are chosen based on the dynamic voltage sensitivity factor. In order to conform to IEEE-1547 standard, after the first round of load shedding, if the system frequency division exceeds the ±1% of its rating, further load shedding will be done at the next weak bus-bar based on the new DVSF. This procedure is repeated until a stable operation point for all islands is gained. A flowchart of the proposed algorithm is depicted in Figure 3 . 
Boundary Detection Using Graph Model
The focus of existing detection methods is to detect the islanding at PCC. However, in this paper, a boundary detection algorithm based on modified graph theory is proposed to identify the islands topology once they are formed. A simplified graph theory is utilized for different purposes such as micro grid reconfiguration [40] and load flow calculation [41] .
Node Integration Matrix
In this section, mathematical model of the proposed boundary detection method is presented. For this purpose, a graph consisting of 10 edges and 8 vertices with three subsections is considered. The graph is shown in Figure 4 . As a first step, all the vertices should be numbered. Numbering of the vertices is random and each vertex should get a number. In the second step, connections between each vertex are investigated. In order to determine all connections in this graph, a node integration matrix [NIM] n,n where n represents the number of vertices is defined as follows: If there is a connection between two vertices, the related elements will be unity. The value 0 indicates no connection between two vertices. Moreover, in this matrix, the diagonal elements are assumed to be 1, since the proposed search algorithm will use these particular numbers and copy them in [TMC] matrix. Equation (1) Energies 2018, 11, x FOR PEER REVIEW 6 of 22 Figure 3 . Flowchart of the proposed scheme to stabilize a system after islanding.
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In this section, mathematical model of the proposed boundary detection method is presented. For this purpose, a graph consisting of 10 edges and 8 vertices with three subsections is considered. The graph is shown in Figure 4 . As a first step, all the vertices should be numbered. Numbering of the vertices is random and each vertex should get a number. In the second step, connections between each vertex are investigated. In order to determine all connections in this graph, a node integration matrix [NIM]n,n where n represents the number of vertices is defined as follows:
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If there is a connection between two vertices, the related elements will be unity. The value 0 indicates no connection between two vertices. Moreover, in this matrix, the diagonal elements are assumed to be 1, since the proposed search algorithm will use these particular numbers and copy them in [TMC] matrix. Equation (1) This matrix represents the existence of edges between vertices of the graph. However, the topology of the subsections still should be extracted from this matrix: This matrix represents the existence of edges between vertices of the graph. However, the topology of the subsections still should be extracted from this matrix: 
Topology Connection Matrix
Once the node integration matrix is calculated, the topology Connection Matrix [TCM] n,n is carried out. The topology connection matrix represents the subsections and the vertices in each subsection. The flowchart to calculate the [TCM] is depicted in Figure 5 . Like the node integration matrix, [TCM] is a square matrix and the number of rows and columns depends on the number of vertices. The [NIM] is utilized to determine all routes in the system. The steps of determining the subsection is as follows:
(a) As a first step, vertex V1 is chosen and the route starting from this vertex to other vertices is determined. For this purpose, existence of any edge between V2 and V1 is investigated. If any connection is found between V2 and V1, then connection between V3 and V2 will be checked and this will continue for the next vertex. Using this method, the route starts from V1 can be determined. (b) In the second step, since there is a possibility of more than one edge connected to V1, the connection between other unchecked vertices and V1 should be investigated. This step is repeated to find a link between all other vertices and V1.
The same steps are applied to the rest of the vertices to determine all the subsections. In Figure 5 , the flowchart for calculating the [TCM] is depicted. According to this flowchart, the following are the steps to determine the island's boundary:
(1) For a graph with n vertices, an identity square matrix is formed. The proposed algorithm in Figure 5 is used to determine the routes connecting two or more vertices. As explained above, the connectivity of each vertex with all upstream vertices is examined. Using this method, all the routes connecting the examined vertices can be detected.
Since the connection between one vertex to other vertices is checked just once by this algorithm, time will be saved. Moreover, since all the routes are determined using the above procedures, this algorithm can be applied on graphs with loops as well. Equation (2) represents the [TCM] matrix for the graph of Figure 4 . When a consecutive numbering for vertices is used, The [TMC] can be calculated using Equation (2): 
Boundary Detection Matrix
In the previous section, the topology connection matrix is formed and the subsections are marked. In this step, vertices in each subsection are extracted and Boundary Detection Matrix , is formed. In this matrix, ns represents the number of subsections and nv represents the number of vertices in the largest subsection. The maximum ns are equal to n when all the vertices are separated and no edge in the graph. In contrast, the maximum value for nv is obtained for integrated graphs without any subsection. As shown in Equation (2) 
In the previous section, the topology connection matrix is formed and the subsections are marked. In this step, vertices in each subsection are extracted and Boundary Detection Matrix [BDM] n s ,n v is formed. In this matrix, n s represents the number of subsections and n v represents the number of vertices in the largest subsection. The maximum n s are equal to n when all the vertices are separated and no edge in the graph. In contrast, the maximum value for n v is obtained for integrated graphs without any subsection. As shown in Equation (2) (c) Third, the next row with non-zero elements is checked with the same procedure that explained in (a).
When the entire rows of the [TCM] are checked, the [BDM] matrix will be completed. The flowchart to identify the subsections and vertices in each section is depicted in Figure 6 Equation (3) shows the [BDM] matrix calculated using the procedures mentioned previously. Three different subsections including the number of vertices in each section are shown using Equation (3) . One important advantage of the proposed method is the ability to detect the boundaries in meshed networks with various loops and non-consecutive bus-bar numbering. Equation (3) shows the [BDM] matrix calculated using the procedures mentioned previously. Three different subsections including the number of vertices in each section are shown using Equation (3) . One important advantage of the proposed method is the ability to detect the boundaries in meshed networks with various loops and non-consecutive bus-bar numbering.
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Dynamic Voltage Sensitivity
In this paper, a novel dynamic voltage sensitivity factor is proposed to provide useful information about the system's dynamic performance during islanding. Online calculation of instantaneous static voltage stability provides a pattern of points, which can be used as a dynamic index to determine the system voltage stability for each bus-bar. The DVSF reflects the influence of changes in system parameters on each bus-bar's stability status and determines the weak bus-bar before and after islanding. A conventional load flow Jacobian matrix is used to determine the DVSF. In order to calculate the DVSF, bus-bar admittance matrix [Y bus ] and the Jacobian matrix is re-calculated based on the system configuration. A three-dimensional [Y bus ] is defined according to the new configuration of the system. Figure 7 demonstrates the [Y bus ] for a system with n s islands. The size of the new [Y bus ] is (n v , n v , n s ). In this matrix, mth layer represents the calculated elements for mth island. 
In this paper, a novel dynamic voltage sensitivity factor is proposed to provide useful information about the system's dynamic performance during islanding. Online calculation of instantaneous static voltage stability provides a pattern of points, which can be used as a dynamic index to determine the system voltage stability for each bus-bar. The DVSF reflects the influence of changes in system parameters on each bus-bar's stability status and determines the weak bus-bar before and after islanding. A conventional load flow Jacobian matrix is used to determine the DVSF. In order to calculate the DVSF, bus-bar admittance matrix [Ybus] and the Jacobian matrix is recalculated based on the system configuration. A three-dimensional [Ybus] is defined according to the new configuration of the system. (n v ,n 1 ,n s ) Similarly, a new Jacobian matrix according to the new system configuration is calculated. The dimensions of the new Jacobian matrix are (2nv × 2nv × 2ns). Equations (4)- (8) represents the mth layer of the Jacobian matrix calculated for the mth island in the system: Similarly, a new Jacobian matrix according to the new system configuration is calculated. The dimensions of the new Jacobian matrix are (2n v × 2n v × 2n s ). Equations (4)- (8) represents the mth layer of the Jacobian matrix calculated for the mth island in the system:
The new Jacobian matrix for the the system with m islands is shown in Equation (9): The new Jacobian matrix for the the system with m islands is shown in Equation (9) ,m n ,m
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Accordingly, Equation (10) represents the relation between reactive power and the voltage for all the bus-bars in islands when active power exchange is assumed to be zero (ΔP = 0):
Equation (11) represents the reduced matrix calculated for the mth island in the system. In this equation, [JR] (m) is known as a reduced Jacobian matrix of the mth island in the system:
Change in voltage with regards to the injected reactive power for the mth island can be defined by Equation (12):
Accordingly, Equation (10) represents the relation between reactive power and the voltage for all the bus-bars in islands when active power exchange is assumed to be zero (∆P = 0):
Equation (11) represents the reduced matrix calculated for the mth island in the system. In this equation, [J R ] (m) is known as a reduced Jacobian matrix of the mth island in the system:
Diagonal values of the J
, represents the voltage sensitivity for each bus-bar of the mth island in the system. DVSF is defined individually for each bus-bar. Positive and small values for DVSF indicate stable operation. On the contrary, high values for sensitivity factor are obtained when the system is near its stability margins. Negative values represent unstable operation and very small negative values represent very unstable operation. Since the relation between voltage and reactive power is nonlinear, the magnitude of the sensitivity factor in different operating conditions does not provide the degree of the stability [42] .
Generic Test Distribution System
A modified 11 kV, 50 Hz generic network from a Malaysian electrical distribution utility was modeled using EMTDC/PSCAD in order to investigate the proposed boundary detection method and dynamic voltage sensitivity factor. The single line diagram of this network is presented in Figure 8 . The network has 18 bus-bars and 17 overhead lines. Both transformers in the main substation are 132/11 kV, ∆-Y g , rated at 30 MVA and impedance 10%. Fault level at 132 kV bus-bar is 14 kA and at 11 kV is 17.8 kA. Three 2 MVA synchronous generators were used as DG units as shown in Figure 8 . The DG units are equipped with droop control to adjust the voltage and frequency after islanding. Each generator is connected to the distribution network via 0.4/11 kV, 3 MVA Y g -Y g transformer with 5% impedance. Simulation results are discussed in detail in the next section.
Results and Discussion
A case study with three islands was investigated to verify the performance of the proposed methods. In order to model the system, PSCAD/EMTDC and MATLAB were utilized. The network was modeled in PSCAD and the proposed algorithms were analyzed in MATLAB. A user defined block was used as an interface to exchange the data between the software's and to send the wide area load shedding commands from MATLAB to PSCAD. Synchronous generator 'start event' was simulated via releasing the rotor at 2 s. Intentional islanding was initiated in the system after 15 s via opening the line sections L1, L9 and L13 as in Figure 8 . The opening of three line sections split the network to four subsystems. In the first step, results for the island boundary detection method were investigated. In the second step, DVSFs were shown for one island. In the third step, the wide area load shedding results based on dynamic voltage sensitivity factor were presented. 
Island Boundary Detection Results
The equivalent graph for the given test system is shown in Figure 9 . It was assumed that the voltage and current measurements were available in each bus-bar. After the tie line breakers opened, current would be reduced to zero in that line section. Hence, all downstream bus-bars were considered as an island, provided that a source existed. As explained in section (II), the node integration matrix [NIM] 18 × 18 was calculated as follows: 
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Wide Area Load Shedding
In this section, Island-2 was used to verify the robustness of the proposed wide area load shedding to improve the voltage profile of the micro grid. Once the weak bus-bars were identified, the load shedding was performed to prevent voltage collapse. The amount of load shedding is related to the system frequency. Moreover, the DG unit should be able to work ±10% of its rated value for 20-30 min [23] .
In order to control the voltage of the system, the power factor of the DG unit was varied between 0.85 lagging to 0.9 leading. According to the IEEE-Standard 1547, the system should be capable of operating for 300 s when frequency deviation was less than ±5% of the rated value.
For the new topology, there is 1.82 MW of excess load in island-2. Thus, according to the previous section, Bus13 as the weakest bus-bar and Bus10 as the second weakest bus-bar were chosen 
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For the new topology, there is 1.82 MW of excess load in island-2. Thus, according to the previous section, Bus13 as the weakest bus-bar and Bus10 as the second weakest bus-bar were chosen to perform the load shedding. The results for the bus-bar voltages are shown in Figure 14 . As seen in this figure, the bus-bar voltages decreases after islanding. However, the load shedding prevents the voltage collapse in the island and all the bus-bar voltages recover to the acceptable range.
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Measurement of the system parameters such as voltages, frequency and rate of change of frequency reveals the imbalance between generation and load demand. Since existing detection methods monitor the point of common coupling, they can detect the islanding of DG units. However, these methods are not capable of identifying the boundary of the island. The proposed method here is able to detect the boundary of the island and determine the available generation and load in each island. Moreover, the proposed method can be applied on a meshed network and for systems with non-consecutive bus-bar numbering.
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Conclusions
This paper presents a novel scheme to detect the configuration of islands in a power system. The results show that the proposed boundary detection method is capable of accurately identifying the system topology. Thus, the available generation and loads in each island can be calculated to ensure the available generation meets the load demand in the islanded subsections. Furthermore, the proposed dynamic sensitivity factor is calculated for all bus-bars in every island to determine the weak bus-bars. The obtained results prove that the DVSF reflects the system's dynamic performance 
This paper presents a novel scheme to detect the configuration of islands in a power system. The results show that the proposed boundary detection method is capable of accurately identifying the system topology. Thus, the available generation and loads in each island can be calculated to ensure the available generation meets the load demand in the islanded subsections. Furthermore, the proposed dynamic sensitivity factor is calculated for all bus-bars in every island to determine the weak bus-bars. The obtained results prove that the DVSF reflects the system's dynamic performance and can be used to detect the weakest bus-bar in the system. Wide area load shedding was performed on weak bus-bars and the results conform to the IEEE-1547 standard in terms of voltage and frequency in the islands. Accordingly, the proposed scheme assures stable operation of the islands using boundary detection along with wide area load shedding during autonomous mode. The proposed method can be used to reconfigure the islands to get an optimized operating condition.
